
Restoration; In that word is an element of restoring  something to it’s  once achieved glory in the 

case of Impact Wrestling there’s a sentiment that the glory has been lost.  There is sort of a lull 

when you think about what has happened, the current direction to a  vocal fanbase and what will 

of course happen. It is the week of Impact!, the fastest episodic show on television and backstage 

we see JONAH fresh off of attacking Scott D’amore being met by security guards and apparently 

local authorities. 

 

 

 

November, 25th IMPACT; Sam’s Town  

 

 

 

Scott D’amore: What, do you think you are doing here JONAH? You attacked one of proud 

superstars, you waltz in here cause you consider yourself a top dog. Well, Josh Alexander is our 

Top Dog and we have it that he isn’t medically cleared until Hard to Kill. You have until the count 

of three to get off the premises.  

 

 

 

JONAH does not move a muscle, he stands there the image of TOP Dog is shown emblazoned 

on his shirt and he headbutts a few security guards. The authorities then go to move in upon him 

putting him inside cuffs before leaving to take him away to a local jail. There’s a voice over the 

walkie talkie that says to let him go. Scott D’amore looks beside himself. 

 

 

 

Scott D’amore: Let him go? This son of a b… attacked a man who gives it all in this ring, who 

should be able to get another shot at the World championship when he’s able to and he is free to 

go. 

 

 

 

The officer shrugs towards Scott while JONAH is being let out of the cuffs that was put on him, 

the officer then puts it into layman terms or basically why this is being done. 

 

 

Officer: Apparently someone over you with more authority says they aren’t pressing any charges, 

that this man JONAH is a member of Impact Wrestling the deal was put in motion at Turning Point. 

If you will excuse Scott we have a city to protect and serve. Have a nice night. 

 

 

 



JONAH smirks as the officers leave, the security guards still lay out across the concrete floor 

backstage as Scott D’amore looks at this man headset in hand. 

 

 

Scott D’amore: Who hired you?! This doesn’t make any sense. I am supposed to be VP of this 

company. Where's all this subterfuge coming from? 

 

 

 

JONAH stares at Scott loudly whispering before storming off to god knows where. 

 

 

JONAH: In due time. 

 

 

JONAH leaves Scott in a puzzling fit of emotion as we are later in the night told that  JONAH will 

debut in this very ring next week against Fallah Bahh.  

 

 

 

 

December, 2nd  IMPACT; Sam’s Town  

 

 

 

JONAH debuts for Impact Wrestling he is put up to the test in facing the large filipino favorite 

Fallah Bahh. It is not one sided as Bahh does get a few licks and squashes JONAH but it turns to 

worse when JONAH realizes his lip is bleeding. Even after having the upper hand JONAH nails 

multiple diving splashes leading to a ref stoppage giving JONAH the victory. After getting the 

victory in a match that doesn’t get out of a low gear the “Top Dog” let’s a message out for the 

Impact faithful here.  

 

 

JONAH: This is all you have to show for me? Impact Wrestling this is all you have to give me is 

this piece of garbage in this ring. A Top Dog should be fed as such, given premium opportunities 

I came in and laid out the Top Dog, got the respect like my Father who did time in a Federal 

Penitentiary. I was brought here to  see if Impact Wrestling is still up to code, is this place worthy 

of being kept as it is. And, my Opinion to my employer is that this place isn’t good enough, past 

it’s expiration date and has to be restored in order to survive.  This company needs to… 

 

 

 

 



Chris Sabin’s music hits he’s  admiring the Sam’s Town crowd standing at the  top of the walkway 

as JONAH stares at him.  

 

 

 

Chris Sabin: Look kemosabe I don’t agree with you coming out of your mouth, talking down on 

this company that I helped build with every fiber of my being. Motor City in me maybe is getting 

the better of me though hear me out. JONAH against Chris Sabin next week and i’ll show you that 

this company is not obsolete you can tell whoever signed your sorry ass to a contract that.  

 

 

 

JONAH does not reply verbally about accepting he just nods, his music starts up as Chris Sabin 

nods back before heading back through the curtain. 

 

 

 

 

December, 9th IMPACT; Sam’s Town  

 

 

Chris Sabin gives JONAH a bit of a challenge; he is using his speed, veteran experience along 

with toughness to try to pull it away. A roll up does not lead to a victory as JONAH throws Sabin 

clear to the outside as Chris Sabin is holding his right knee, probably the ACL.  Referee throws 

out another Stoppage win for JONAH who picks up Chris Sabin throwing him in the ring before 

putting a steel chair on his ACL.  The crowd let out a “You’re sick” chants probably bleeped out 

to a diving splash onto the Chair…CRUSHING  the Impact Legend’s ACL under the impact of it.  

 

 

 

 

JONAH makes his way through the curtain after the end of the match up as Eric Young and Violent 

By Design are applauding a bit at the wreckage JONAH has been piling up lately. Eric Young 

keeps Doering at bay a bit who is snarling at the “Top Dog”.  

 

 

Eric Young: Another cure to a sickness that has been ravaging this company since I had left all 

those years ago. Any need to restore, to restructure, to dish out  violence we know all about that 

is all in the design. JONAH what I am offering you is a spot  in  this Design. A way to ensure that… 

 

 

JONAH headbutts Eric Young the impact sends him reeling as Deaner swings his flag toward 

JONAH who moves it hits Doering who is not down but reeling a bit. Deaner gets a lariat from  the 



“Top Dog” only Doering is left  stirring a bit but JONAH samoan drops him through an adjacent 

table lying backstage.  

 

 

JONAH: Why would a “Top Dog” be led by someone who does not offer me a beneficial plate, the 

monetary gains and promises that brought me here is not one to throw away for some weak 

minded design.  And, if you think you got a taste of  what’s to come then how about me and you 

Eric in a Street Fight. 

 

 

JONAH walks off  as Eric Young is seething, Deaner is still down and Joe Doering sits up before 

putting back on his Cowboy hat. It appears the “Top Dog” has himself a couple of  targets on his 

back.  

 

 

 

December, 16th IMPACT; Sam’s Town  

 

 

JONAH and Eric Young, two wrestlers who have the skillset,  the gift of  gab, the clear 

unadulterated ability to put on entertaining contests, this is not anything less. Eric Young tries to 

hit the Piledriver onto JONAH who dispatches Doering and Deaner with a double Samoan Drop 

that looks impressive as it is dangerous. Joe does get up but it is after Eric Young is getting his 

shoulders down  for the count of three. JONAH walks past Joe Doering who still is eying JONAH 

until Josh Alexander appears on the video screen to applause. He is at home in what appears to 

be a private office where he reads Jonah a riot act of passion, fire and showing why he deserves 

to be the Face of Impact Wrestling. 

 

 

 

Josh Alexander: You may have sent me to the hospital, taken food out of my family's mouths, 

clothes off of their back or maybe almost taken a roof from their sweet precious heads. Thing is 

JONAH I do not have anything to feel sorry about come Hard To Kill, the thing is I will not have 

any moment of doubting myself at Hard To Kill. Scott has given me what I want and that’s you in 

a Doctor Stoppage only match at Hard To Kill. That’s no pinfalls, no count outs, no submissions, 

it's me beating you like the ungrateful lunatic you are JONAH.  

 

 

 

JONAH stares in anger as he makes his way backstage as Matt Striker and D’Lo Brown talk about 

how this match is not a staple of Impact Wrestling at all and it is going outside Josh Alexander’s 

technical background to exact revenge.  

 

 



January, 6th IMPACT; Sam’s Town  

 

 

 

The crowd gets a treat on the Go Home show  leading into Hard To Kill as we see JONAH face 

off with Joe Doering in a wild drag ‘em out brawl. Joe does not go down besides on one knee and 

the same can be said towards JONAH.  Joe Doering having seen his Undefeated singles run in 

Impact Wrestling endanger rolls out of the ring to give JONAH a count out victory. The crowd 

jeers as Matt Striker and D’Lo Brown dissect it. 

 

 

 

D’Lo Brown: Joe Doering felt like hey this guy is a “Top Dog” he is mowing through people despite 

my best efforts this might not be my night. 

 

 

Matt Striker:  It can go either way in this sport we love in Professional Wrestling this isn’t to take 

anything from Joe Doering he put forth an effort he did what was needed in this match and it just 

wasn’t going to put JONAH down. 

 

 

 

JONAH goes to the backstage area only to get hit from behind by Josh Alexander! He nails a lead 

pipe into his back before clipping his ankle with it giving him enough to lock in an Ankle Lock but 

JONAH doesn’t tap or anything passing out to the pressure. Josh steps over him like Allen Iverson 

did Tyron Lue in the NBA Finals his message has been sent. Is this the Answer to the Question 

of Can Josh Alexander defeat JONAH?  

 

 

 

January, 8th  Hard To Kill;  The Factory, Dallas   

 

 

 

Earlier tonight we had seen the returning “Miracle” Mike Bennett along with Maria and Tag Team 

Partner Matt Taven defeat  The Good Brothers in a good Open Challenge match up.  The OGK 

are now the new Tag Team champions taking a page out of how The Iinspiration had come onto 

the scene back at Bound For Glory. 

 

 

 In the Doctor’s Stoppage match up we see JONAH utilize  his brute strength and power against 

Josh’s technical mind plus violent streak searching for Revenge in the end we see  Josh tweak 

his shoulder. JONAH smelling blood attacks Josh’s injured shoulder until it looks out of place to 



avoid any damage. We see Ross Forman calling for the bell. Josh Alexander  is disappointed 

punching Ross Forman in the face as he is being taken to the back by Medical personnel.  

 

 

“Miracle” Mike Bennett, Matt Taven and Maria the current World Tag Team champions and their 

lovely valet step into the ring with JONAH. He looks like he is going to attack them at first but then 

all of them embrace in a hug that resembles the curtain call for the Klique before  Nash & Hall 

had left for WCW.  The crowd who was happy for OGK earlier in the night turn on them in disgust 

as the four of them leave the ring and arena in a limousine.  

 

 

Hard To Kill results:  

 

Pre-Show: 

 

 

Jake Something d. Laredo Kid in X-Division Contender’s match. 

 

 

Jordynne Grace d. Rohit Raju retains the DMC belt. 

 

 

Main: 

 

Steve Maclin d. Trey Miguel  to become X-Division champion.  

 

 

Matt Cardona d. Brian Myers in a World title Contender’s match.  

 

 

The OGK d. The Good Brothers for Impact World Tag Championships.  

 

 

 Violent By Design d. Shane Taylor Promotions  [Very Violent Challenge] 

 

 

Masha Slamovich d. Miranda Alize, Lady Frost, Chelsea Green, Tasha Steelz &  Rachel Ellering 

in Knockout’s Ultimate X.  

 

 

The Iinspiration d. The Influence & Decay retain Knockout’s Tag Team Titles.  

 

 

Jonathan Gresham d. Eddie Edwards retains the ROH World Title.  



Deonna Purrazzo d. Mickie James for Impact Knockouts World title. [Texas Bullrope] 

 

 

JONAH d. Josh Alexander [Doctor’s Stoppage] 

 

 

Moose d. W. Morrissey retains IMPACT World championship  

 

 

January, 13th IMPACT;  The Factory, Dallas  

 

 

The ring is looking different for the closing segment a “Restoration Town Hall” where “Miracle” 

Mike Bennett, Matt Taven and Maria along with JONAH discuss what it was like embracing at 

Hard To Kill after being told that they all will be under the same employer who has on the authority 

of Anthem has them signed to deals to clean up shop, right the ship and that they are looking not 

only at the Tag Division. Maria says JONAH wants Moose, which brings out the Impact World 

Champion. Some might even consider him to be some sort of “Wrestling God”. 

 

 

 

Moose: What is with you guys? No phone call, no text, it's like your communication is worse than 

your last employer was with any of you. I don’t give a damn what JONAH wants as I have a date 

with Mid-Cardona at No Surrender and then maybe he gets a shot. Thing is you’re not the “Top 

Dog” JONAH I am… Now, I suggest you and your restoration idiots get the hell out of my ring. 

 

 

 

Maria: Moose… Moose… Moose you forgot we brought your sorry ass into this company with 

Mike and Me you would have never been relevant. Now, we are  here to return Impact to it’s 

status quo as The Restoration Initiative giving this company a real miracle. Isn’t that right honey. 

 

 

Maria winks toward Mike, her husband who is sneaking up behind Moose nailing him with a 

Microphone before Maria kicks into Moose along with Matt Taven and JONAH. Joe Doering 

comes storming out  from the back having not gotten the end of walking out on his match with 

JONAH trying to least save face helping Moose. Despite his sort of breaking rank Eric Young and 

Deaner weren’t in sight. Moose instead of appreciating the help as The Restoration Initiative 

leaves to fight another day he lays him out with a Lights Out Spear.  

 

 

 

 

January, 20th IMPACT;  The Factory  



 

 

 

Moose and Joe Doering end in a No Contest also after having been in a brawl with the Shane 

Taylor Promotions earlier in the Night Doering had no backup from Violent By Design. We see 

Mike Bennett, Matt Taven and JONAH lay waste to Moose and Joe Doering; they end up Triple 

Powerbombing Joe off the stage through the table to the eruption of the crowd to end this episode 

on an Impactful note.  

 

 

 

 

January, 27th IMPACT; Fort Lauderdale  

 

 

We hear from Josh Alexander as well as get an update from Moose and Joe Doering far as Joe 

Doering will be out of action for at least a month which might have him miss No Surrender. There’s 

a match where Moose comes out which involves Brian Myers and Matt Taven  he lays out Matt 

Taven while Myers and the Learning Tree attack Moose briefly.  

 

 

The commentators claim instead of the Roster being upset of the intruders so far we have Moose 

just  being straight up neglected. And, Matt Striker and D’Lo Brown speculate if it is true that 

JONAH is the true “Top Dog’ as he has never been on the end of a beat down since arriving in 

Impact Wrestling.  

 

 

Josh Alexander: I know by now every single one of you knows that I have signed a new long term 

contract with Impact Wrestling it was a no brainer. There's a lot of unfinished business here as I 

am again not able to physically compete but I am at home with my family and Scott is giving me 

injury pay. I put myself in that environment against  JONAH where I got my shoulder damaged 

pretty good. I don’t blame anyone, I don’t blame Ross Forman and know that I still want my hands 

on the “Top Dog”.  

 

 

 

February, 3rd IMPACT; Fort Lauderdale  

 

 

Moose gets his hands on Matt Taven finally in The Main Event of the Evening although after 

pinning his shoulders to the mat is where JONAH and Mike Bennett lay into Moose. JONAH holds 

him up before Samoan Dropping him emphatically against the mat. Backstage Matt Cardona is 

looking onward smirking a bit at them softening up his opponent. Although, Scott D’amore walks 

up to him looking  in sort of disgust. 



 

 

 

Scott D’amore: Matt, I am sorry to do this but I can’t give you that Championship opportunity at 

No Surrender. It has gotten a veto with a vote of No Confidence by Anthem  and their unknown 

partner. So, at No Surrender it’ll be Moose and JONAH but I won’t stop you from getting your 

hands to those losers flexing their privilege around here. That’s why it will be you and the Heart 

and Soul of Impact Wrestling Eddie Edwards against The OGK for the Impact World Tag Team 

Championships.  

 

 

 

Matt Cardona looks a bit taken aback for a moment with frustration; he then warms up to the idea 

almost seemingly.  

 

 

Matt Cardona: Okay let’s do that then it will be me and Eddie getting our hands on those dweebs 

right in front of Maria’s grubby little face. I’m always ready and I'll be ready to win some Tag Team 

Gold at No Surrender.  

 

 

Matt Cardona and Scott go their own way as Impact! Ends on a very important cliffhanger.  

 

 

 

 

February, 10th IMPACT; Fort Lauderdale  

 

 

Moose and Mike Bennett go blow for blow in The Main Event as Mike almost pins the World 

Champion only to get a Go To Hell which Moose uses to win instead of the Lights Out Spear. 

Moose holds the ring as Matt Taven gets thrown out onto Maria and JONAH as Moose roars with 

the Impact World Championship high above his head this time making The Restoration Initiative 

look like fools.  

 

 

 

February, 17th IMPACT; Fort Lauderdale  

 

 

A Six-Man Tag Main Event that pits Moose, Eddie Edwards and Matt Cardona against The 

Restoration Initiative leads to Matt Taven pinning Matt Cardona after miscommunication with 

Moose who is brawling with JONAH  while Eddie Edwards is hitting Mike Bennett with Kenny as 



Maria is screaming to stop. Matt Striker and D’Lo Brown tell everyone that things will come 

crashing down and who will show No Surrender when Impact hits the Bayou live in two nights.  

 

 

 

 

February, 19th No Surrender; Alario Center, New Orleans  

 

 

Earlier, we see Matt Cardona walk out on the Heart and Soul of Impact Wrestling Eddie Edwards 

as he is then taken care of by The OGK who retain their Impact World Tag Team Championships. 

Moose and JONAH a hoss fight in every sense of the world is on display as there is counters, 

near falls, at one point Moose and JONAH take turns showing they can lift one another it comes 

to ahead when Moose moves from a Splash to hit the Lights Out Spear.  

 

 

 

Moose has taken care of someone who has been dominant for as long as  possible just as Moose 

is celebrating he is ambushed by Shane Taylor Promotions who beat Violent By Design earlier in 

the night in a  Three on Two handicap match as Joe Doering is still on the shelf.  As people think 

this is an isolated attack Maria walks on the ramp clapping as the scene ends with her clapping 

as Shane Taylor Promotions stand tall.   

 
 

No Surrender results: 

 

Pre-show:  

 

Tasha Steelz d. Miranda Alize  

 

 

Brian Myers d. Jordynne Grace  & Ace Austin for DMC belt.  

 

 

 

 

Main: 

 

 

Taylor Wilde & Lady Frost d.  The Iinspiration for Knockout’s Tag Team Titles  

 

 

Deonna Purrazo d. Masha  Slamovich retains Knockout’s  World championship and is confronted 

after by Rok-C a Winner Take All match is set for Sacrifice. 



 

 

 

 

Trey Miguel d. Laredo Kid, Chris Bey, Black Taurus and Mike Bailey [X-Division Revolver] 

 

 

 

The OGK d. Matt Cardona & Eddie Edwards retain World Tag Titles 

 

 

 

Shane Taylor Promotions d. Violent By Design [3 on 2 Handicap] 

 

 

 

Maclin d. Jake Something retains X-Division championship  

 

 

 

Josh Alexander d. John Skyler  

 

 

 

Moose d. JONAH retains Impact World Title 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
February, 24th IMPACT; Alario Center, New Orleans  

 

 

 

There’s a telegram for Scott D’amore he reads aloud it says that at Sacrifice we will  have the 

unknown employer’s team of Six standing as The Restoration Initiative against Impact’s Six and 

whoever remains gets what each party wants. If The Restoration Initiative wins then they get to 

name another Contender to Moose’s World championship at Rebellion and if Impact wins they’ll 

reveal  who they are in Louisville, Kentucky.  Scott of course has Moose and Eddie Edwards as 

two of his team to go against The Restoration Initiative at Sacrifice that is down a member as 

JONAH is currently under sabbatical for losing to Moose.  



 

 

 

 It will be The OGK and Shane Taylor Promotions who have just introduced O’Shay Edwards back 

into the fold. Matt Cardona pleads his case to Scott that he wasn’t in his right mind at No Surrender 

he had to step away and will prove it as he’ll even tag with  Brian Myers against FinJuice to be on 

Team Impact. Cardona and the current Digital Media Champion Brian Myers are now joining 

Moose and Eddie Edwards. 

 

 

 

To counteract the changes and roster movement that the mysterious Anthem liaison was 

appointing Scott had brought back Johnny Impact and the recently pardoned Taya Valkyrie. 

Johnny Impact and his partner Ace Austin took on Willie Mack and Rich Swann in a Great Tag 

Team Main Event that sees Johnny Impact hitting the Starship Pain on Swann for him and Ace 

Austin to qualify for Team Impact.  

 

 

 
March, 3rd IMPACT ; Alario Center, New Orleans  

 

 

Things come to head as there’s a Major Brawl with The Restoration Initiative and Team Impact to 

close of the Go Home Show before Sacrifice where it is a lot at stake as far as the future 

implications for the World championship and if the Benefactor would follow through if Team Impact 

pulls it together in order to defeat them. There’s also tension between Eddie Edwards and Matt 

Cardona despite even teaming with Brian Myers to show his loyalty.  

 

 

 

 

March, 5th Sacrifice ; Paristown Hall, Louisville  

 

 

We get a culmination in some shape or form  of what has been a mystery going back to December 

just who is this Anthem liaison who has been overruling Scott D’amore and wants to Restore 

Impact Wrestling to it’s previous glory. Moose, Eddie Edwards, Matt Cardona, Ace Austin, Brian 

Myers  and Johnny Impact fall to the Restoration Initiative as Matt Cardona turns on Eddie 

Edwards again this time blatantly nailing him with a punch which leads to Shane Taylor pinning 

the Heart and Soul of Impact Wrestling. The Restoration Initiative exit the ring to go celebrate as 

Moose is left by himself as the others left in disgust as Eddie Edwards goes hunting for Cardona 

with Kenny in hand. It looks like we won’t get a Reveal of the Liaison as Moose stands with his 

World championship in a pissed off mood .  The lights cut off and all  that is heard is a hard pow 

like a Gun has gone off  as the lights cut back on Moose is laid out on the canvas pieces of Guitar 



laying all around.  Jeff Jarrett stands in the ring strutting to “Holy Sh…” chants as well as boos 

beside him is Davey Boy Smith as Jeff Jarrett gets the microphone. 

 

 

 

Jeff Jarrett: You want to hear how I pulled wool over everyone’s eyes and got my power back by 

being in good graces with Anthem in secrecy? You guys want to hear how I am the Founder of 

TNA so without me there would be no Impact Wrestling? Well, that’s too damn bad me and The 

Restoration Initiative aren’t done cleaning up this company and Moose at Rebellion you’re in for 

a whole lot of hurt you ingrate.  

 

 

Jeff Jarrett poses with the newest acquisition of his Davey Boy Smith as Impact’s Sacrifice comes 

to a very shocking and buzzworthy close. 

 

 

 

Sacrifice results: 

 

 

Main:  

 

 

 W. Morrissey d. Mike Bailey  

 

 

Jake Something d. Laredo Kid  

 

 

Maclin d. John Skyler retains the X-Division title.  

 

 

Violent By Design d. The Righteous  

 

 

Chelsea Green d. Tasha Steelz [Knockout’s World contender] 

 

 

Finjuice d. Good Brothers, Mack & Swann [Tag Team Contender] 

 

 

Deonna Purazzo  d. Rok-C in Winner Take All Match.  

The Restoration Initiative d. Moose, Matt Cardona, Eddie Edwards, Ace Austin, Brian Myers & 

Johnny Impact 



 

 

 

March, 10th IMPACT; Paristown Hall, Louisville  

 

 

 

Before, the Main Event which is the Debut of  Davey Boy Smith against Johnny Impact there’s a 

meeting between Scott D’amore and Jeff Jarrett which isn’t civil to say the least as there’s no love 

lost from how Jarrett tried to return and be in control in 2017 only to try to do it again five years 

later by sweet talking Anthem.  

 

 

 

 

Scott D’amore: We lasted twenty years and during your various absences the place was just fine. 

I mean didn’t you almost bankrupt this place when you even founded this company in all honesty. 

What makes you think people want you to Restore to those days? I’m surprised you aren’t getting 

in there with Moose. I'm sure you have Stroke or guess you don’t want to have one in there with 

a guy like that.  

 

 

 

 

Jeff Jarrett: Very funny, Scott Rebellion is a little over a month away so I’m going to get 

comfortable and make sure Davey Boy wins the Impact World Championship. I will let you in on 

a little wager if Moose retains then i’ll leave for good i’ll tell Anthem I quit and that leaves you to 

do whatever you want with The Restoration Initiative. Hell, if Moose wins consider them good as 

disbanded but if Moose loses then you will resign as VP of Impact Wrestling and I'll appoint Maria 

Kanellis Bennett in your position.  

 

 

Scott thinks about it before shaking Jeff’s hand with a grimace knowing that while it was risky it 

was the only way to hopefully get rid of them for good.  Davey Boy Smith beats Johnny Impact in 

a great show of skill by pinfall after dropping Johnny with a release Powerbomb.  

 

 

 

 

March, 17th IMPACT; Paristown Hall, Louisville  

 

 

Moose taking on O’Shay Edwards of Shane Taylor Promotions with Jeff Jarrett on commentary 

for this Main Event that has Moose getting into a losing situation  after Jarrett  shines a laser 



pointer into Moose’s eyes.  O’shay Edwards of course is celebrating this momentous achievement 

as The Restoration Initiative has a bit of momentum. While they are celebrating we get Matt 

Cardona and Eddie Edwards brawling backstage as earlier in the night  Chelsea Green his wife 

is saying that she doesn’t understand his behavior as of late at all.  

 

 

 

March, 24th IMPACT; 2300 Arena, Philadelphia  

 

 

 

Earlier, there is a promo from  Josh Alexander he is going to be standing across the ring from 

Davey Boy Smith which is apparently a first encounter of sorts. Both, being Canadians this match 

should be technical but this is also personal as Josh Alexander was  a target by the “Top Dog” 

although now to him maybe he was sort of an earlier target of The Restoration Initiative as well.   

 

 

Josh Alexander: Months have gone by. We have seen people come into this coming and yes 

some have come in for the right reasons and then there is this Initiative to try to restore this 

company to prominence. I was returning  it to it and being a locker room leader by going for broke 

each and every damn night with every fiber of who I am, against some fierce competitors only to 

almost have my career ended by Jeff Jarrett’s minions. Davey Boy, your father would be ashamed 

of you are acting, Canada is ashamed and I won’t even utter a word of Sorry as tonight The 

Walking Weapon will continue his road to Rebellion and get the World Heavyweight 

Championship back.  

 

 

 

 

Josh Alexander goes out of his way to let Davey Boy be the aggressor getting the better of him 

in this monumental must see Main Event for the Impact faithful and also just fans of Professional 

Wrestling in general. Josh goes for the C4 Spike, JONAH appearing on  screen in the parking lot 

from sabbatical leads to Josh hitting the move but he  heads out searching for JONAH.  Davey 

Boy Smith wins by count out acting as though he didn’t just probably would have been on the 

receiving end of a loss to “The Walking Weapon” Josh Alexander doesn’t see JONAH anywhere 

other than an attendant that said JONAH left the arena. Josh with aggression shoves the 

attendant before storming off to close the episode.  

 

 

 

March, 31st IMPACT; 2300 Arena, Philadelphia  

There’s four weeks to Rebellion in the Main Event we get a taste of what’s to come of already 

made matches as Moose along with FinJuice takes on Davey Boy Smith along with the OGK. 



Earlier in the night there is a sit down between Josh Alexander and Scott D’amore who is trying 

to get to the bottom of Josh putting hands on staff and his emotional impulses. 

 

 

 

Scott D’amore: We haven’t gotten sued yet but I do not think we can avoid one if you keep 

assaulting members of our staff or members of various cities we visit. I talked to that conniving 

prick Jeff Jarrett and he agrees you can face JONAH at Rebellion and that will be the only time 

he will be in the building. So, you can hold whatever grievances or doubts till then also get this. I 

even got him to put an Open Contract for a World title shot. So, even if Moose loses  that is a 

guaranteed shot that I doubt you will pass up and it can be used anytime and any place.  

 

 

Josh Alexander nods thinking of how a similar thing in Call Your Shot cost him from being on top 

of the Impact ladder, it also is the thing that can have him back to the promised land in Impact 

Wrestling today.  

 

 

Josh Alexander: Consider it done Scott, I will gladly step into Rebellion and do what I do best just 

wrestle my match, no weapons, no doctors stopping  me at all just “The Walking Weapon” proving 

who the Top Dog around here truly is. And, he comes from the North.  

 

 

Moose and FinJuice topple the opposition of The Restoration Initiative as Finjuice uses their tag 

team finish to pin Matt Taven down for the three count. Of course we get Shane Taylor Promotions 

coming out along with Matt Cardona? Matt Cardona gets some punches in on Moose unti Eddie 

Edward, Madman Fulton and Ace Austin all run out. Fulton fights off most of Shane Taylor 

Promotions as Ace Austin and Shane Taylor tie up. Eddie Edwards sends Cardona flying over 

the top rope as Impact Wrestling holds the ring signaling a change in the tides.  

 

 

 

April, 7th IMPACT; 2300 Arena, Philadelphia  

 
 

 

Matt Cardona closes the show standing in the middle of the ring surrounded by Weapons on top 

of Weapons as he’s handcuffed to his wife Chelsea Green. Matt Striker as well as D’Lo Brown 

speculate if this is some sort of insurance policy as Matt Cardona does not mind the boos at all, 

he just is standing there with a smirk on his face and is laughing a bit. 

 

Matt Cardona: In, 16 days at Impact Wrestling’s Rebellion in New York where I was born and a 

place that puts this piss poor city of Philadelphia to shame. I will go one on one with Eddie 

Edwards in a Long Island Street Fight. And, no this is not some we will go out to that ring and 



have a match unless it is a Death Match, I am sort of a King myself. It will be a fight, Eddie. I know 

you are at the Hospital as poor Alisha was attacked by some Maniac in Philadelphia but at least 

she probably won’t be well enough to witness what’ll happen at the Rebellion event. When, I rip 

the Heart and Soul from this company for good as that is Restoration at a price. 

 

 

 

 

 

“I Am The Fire…. Woah… Woah… Woah.” Eddie Edwards emerges from the curtains in the 2300 

Arena to a huge pop as he is wielding Kenny like a madman. As, Matt Cardona backs up he let’s 

Eddie clearly see himself attach to Chelsea Green he is basically pacing as the crowd are a bit 

mix in feeling to hit him anyway putting Green who clearly isn’t on board with this at harm or 

getting his hands on Matt Cardona who has turned his back on the Impact Faithful. As Eddie is 

having a moment of conflict Chelsea Green slips from the handcuffs and low blows him to the 

shock and awe of the crowd. Cardona then hits Eddie with Radio Silence as he hands Chelsea 

Green a mic.  

 

 

Chelsea Green: The Oscar goes to…. Me!! How, could any of you neglect the fact we are married 

like how stupid are you fans to think I would have any disagreement with anything he does. I was 

the one that set up the meeting between him and Jeff Jarrett before he left this poor excuse of a 

man to be beaten by OGK.  Matt  got screwed out of his World Heavyweight championship 

opportunity, to be put in a Tag Team? A Tag Team?  He is way bigger than a Tag Team and I 

can vouch he is a lot bigger in multiple ways. At, Rebellion the Death Match Couple will see to it 

that Eddie Edwards is wiped from the history books for good. 

 

 

 

Matt Cardona and Chelsea Green kiss in a NC-17 type of way as the crowd rains down boos, 

even beginning to throw drinks in the ring as Eddie Edwards lies motionless at their feets. 

 

 

 

 

April, 14th IMPACT; 2300 Arena, Philadelphia  

 

 

Earlier in the night we get word from Jeff Jarrett that he has brought in another man to get his 

point across it turns out that he did not go far as W. Morrisey was standing beside Jeff Jarrett to 

open the show, the gist of it is that he has been a bit just stuck in place by losing to Moose at 

Hard To Kill. Jeff Jarrett to him is also the winning side as he knows and he tells everyone in Philly 

that they know he has “No Chance in Hell” at retaining against Davey Boy Smith at Rebellion. 

This then brings out Jake Something who has passion, fire in his voice and he says he will put a 



chink in The Restoration Intiative’s armor by letting them know his name and Morrisey will know 

his after the Main Event. 

 

 

 

Jake Something and W. Morrisey does not end in a definitive winner as both Men end up in a 

pool of wires, tables, and debris as Jake lariats him as well as himself off of the stage. Backstage 

we can see Jarrett throwing things around having his newest ally not only fail to take down Jake 

Something but it makes The Restoration Initiative look weak heading into Rebellion. Then, he 

makes it official for Rebellion it will be W Morrisey taking on Jake Something in a Doctor’s 

Stoppage match. For the second time ever we will get a bout that won’t end till Doctor  Impact’s 

Ross Forman says who has had enough.  

 

 

 

 

April, 21st IMPACT; 2300 Arena, Philadelphia  

 

 

Moose and Davey Boy Smith have a Summit where they are sitting comfortably at an undisclosed 

type of location that looks to be a Conference room with only  two burly Security guards  standing 

to make sure they won’t touch each other. Davey Boy looks hard at Moose as well as the Impact 

World Championship that is hanging over his shoulder.  

 

 

 

Davey Boy Smith: All my life deep inside of me I have wanted to do major things in this sport, my 

Father had done a lot as well as the Harts of course. My father passed before he could even sniff 

a World Heavyweight championship, which is something that I want to achieve for him, for Jeff 

Jarrett and my own legacy as a Canadian. I am not Josh Alexander. I am coming at you head on 

and I see you for what you are Moose. A “ Wrestling Fraud”.  

 

 

 

Moose: A fraud? A fraud does not become a Five star athlete, go on multiple promotional tours 

and give back advice to everyone who may or may not listen. I may not be liked, loved or cared 

for but at Rebellion they will be on my side rather than some outsider, a mole on the behind of 

Jeff Jarrett who is only using you and everyone else to Restore his vision. It isn’t your vision and 

I don’t care who you think you are or your family’s history. I will prove again that I am the legend 

known as Moose.  

 

Davey Boy Smith: From where I sit I don’t see a Legend, I see a scared man who has been getting 

beaten, battered and made to look foolish ever since we had come onto the scene while you did 

take care of JONAH. You are dealing with the big guns, the Bulldog with a bite as vicious as any 



Moose would have. In Canada I am sure we have even hunted Moose as sort of a means of sport 

so you don’t scare me, the threats won’t stop what is about to happen.  A foundation built long 

ago has their prized member ascend the throne.  

 

 

 

Moose nods before picking up his World’s championship he goes to turn away before throwing a 

quick punch to Davey Boy who eats it and smirks. He does not get the guards' involvement as 

Moose leaves the summit leaving Davey Boy to think about the action more so than the words.  

 

 

 

 

April, 23rd Rebellion; Mid Hudson Civic Center, Poughkeepsie, New York  

 

 

 

Moose is tiring out as his showdown with Davey Boy Smith appears to be winding down to the 

very wire, Josh Alexander having finally put a stop to JONAH ending their rivalry is of course 

watching closely as he has a World title opportunity in his possession.  Moose tries to hit the Go 

to Hell although Davey scouts it well, pushing him away. He tries to put him on his shoulders for 

the Release Powerbomb but he can’t manage to hit all of it. So, he then goes to his familial roots 

with a  Sharpshooter but Moose’s legs are too long as well as powerful. Moose, feeling adrenaline 

as Davey  is showing frustration thinking of his next move, gets a Light’s Out Spear into his 

midsection as Moose retains the Impact World Heavyweight Championship.  

 

 

 

 The moment of celebration is cut short as a Moose who is still in a moment of exhaustion sees 

Josh Alexander holding the contract he is in possession of and the crowd goes into “Yes’ chants 

knowing what’s happening. Moose gives Brandon Tolle the belt to put away as the bell ranges 

and Josh Alexander pivots the Light’s Out spear lifting up Moose who is dripping in sweat to finish 

off with a C4 Spike! Josh Alexander exacts revenge and is finally on top of the Impact Wrestling 

World again as the new World Heavyweight Champion. Josh has a proper celebration with his 

wife and son this time as Confetti starts to come down. A “You Deserve It’ chant closes Rebellion 

as we see Moose in a moment of defeat and sadness sitting on top of the entrance way.  

 

 

 

Rebellion results: 

Pre-show: 

 

 

Taya Valkyrie d. Brian Myers for the DMC belt.  



 

 

Ace Austin & Madman Fulton d. Shane Taylor Promotions 

 

 

Main Show: 

 

 

Matt Cardona d. Eddie Edwards [Long Island Street Fight]  

 

 

The OGK d. Finjuice retain Impact World Tag titles  

 

 

Taylor Wilde & Lady Frost d.  Masha Slamovich & Kimber Lee retain Impact Knockout Tag titles 

 

 

Jake Something d. W. Morrisey [Doctor’s Stoppage] 

 

 

Josh Alexander d. JONAH [World Title Contract] 

 

 

Maclin d.  Chris Sabin retains X-Division title 

 

 

Johnny Impact d. Mike Bailey [X-Division Contender’s] 

 

 

Moose d. Davey Boy Smith retains Impact World Championship 

 

 

Josh Alexander d. Moose new IMPACT World Heavyweight Champion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


